We are continuing with plans for a face-to-face 2020 NACADA Annual Conference in San Juan, Puerto Rico October 4-7! Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, we want to assure you that we are working with conference venues to ensure that the proper safety and sanitary measures are in place. You can view a more detailed description of those safety and sanitary measures here, and we will continue to update this information as it becomes available. With careful consideration and many factors to weigh, we are certainly doing what most of your own institutions are doing which is contingency planning should Covid-19 prevent us from holding a face-to-face event. We will continue to follow recommendations from the Centers for Disease Control, the World Health Organization, and other agencies to make the best decision.

While contingency plans are necessary in this current environment, we do not have any definite decisions made at this point and will share updates with the association as we know more. Please continue to monitor updates posted to this conference website.

Should we need to cancel or amend the conference, we will provide adequate notice to participants. Additionally, should the conference be cancelled, a full refund of registration fees will be provided to those that have registered. As with any event, we encourage participants to consider purchasing trip cancellation or trip interruption insurance ahead of travel.

NACADA is committed to continuing our tradition of providing innovative ways to engage our members and elevate the field of academic advising whether it be face-to-face or virtually. While we are in unprecedented times, the connection of #NACADAFamily remains constant.